
FINANCIAL INDUSTRY REGULATORY AUTHORITY
LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE, WAIVER AND CONSENT

NO. 2012030734701

TO: Department of Enforcement
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA")

RE: World Equity Group, Inc., Respondent
CRD No. 29087

Pursuant to FINRA Rule 9216 of FINRA's Code of Procedure, Respondent submits this Letter of
Acceptance, Waiver and Consent ("AWC") forthe purpose ofproposing a settlement ofthe
alleged rule violations described below. This AWC is submitted on the condition that, if
accepted, FINRA will not bring any future actions against it alleging violations based on the

same factual findings described herein.

I.

ACCEPTANCE AND CONSENT

A Respondent hereby accepts and consents, without admitting or denying the
findings, and solely for the purposes ofthis proceeding and any other proceeding
brought by or on behalf of FINRA, or to which FINRA is a party, prior to a
hearing and without an adjudication ofany issue of law or fact, to the entry ofthe
following findings by FINRA:

BACKGROUND

World Equity Group, Inc. ("WEG" or "Firm") is a full service broker dealer and
has been a FINRA member film since June 9, 1992. The Firm is based in
Arlington Heights, Illinois and has approximately 160 registered representatives
and 68 registered branch offices in the United States.

RELEVANT DISCIPLINARY HISTORY

In FINRA Matter No. 2008012099101, the AWC found that between December
2007 and November 2008, WEG permitted one of its registered representatives to
publish advertisements that failed to provide a sound basis for a reader to e\?aluale

the products and services being offered. contained exaggerated, unwmTanted and
misleading statements, and that WEG had ati inadequate supervisory system
relating to comniunications and advertising. The AWC found that WEG violated
NASD Rules 3010 and 2110, and FINRA Rule 2010. WEG signed an AWC,
neither admitting nor denying the allegations, but consented to a censure and a
$50,000 fine.



OVERVIEW

NASD Rule 3010(a) provides that:

Each member shall establish and maintain a system to supervise
the activities of each registered representative, registered principal,
and other associated person that is reasonably designed to achieve
compliance with applicable securities laws and regulations, and
with applicable NASD Rules

From 2009 through 2012, the Firm failed to implement an adequate supervisory
system reasonably designed to detect and prevent potential rule violations as a
whole, as demonstrated by the distinct rule violations outlined below.

The Firm had supervisory deficiencies, including: (1) failure to preserve emails in
violation of SEC Rule 17a-4(b)(4) & (f), NASD Rule 3110 and FINRA Rule
45111; (2) failure to establish and maintain account records and obtain suitability
information for 13 accounts ofone representative, in violation of SEC Rule 17a-
3(a)(17)(i)(A) and NASD Rule 3110, and NASD Rule 2310(b); (3) failure to
implement an adequate supervisory system reasonably designed to ensure
suitability of transactions in non-traditional ETFs in violation ofNASD Rule
3010; (4) failure to properly document that adequate due diligence was conducted
in connection with private placements and non-traded REITs, in violation of
NASD Rule 3010; (5) failure to establish an adequate supervisory system for the
review of activity in Average Price in the Brick, New Jersey branch and allowing
options activity to occur in unapproved accounts, in violation ofFINRA Rule
2360(b)(16)(A) and NASD Rule 3010(b); (6) failure to have a reasonable
supervisory system to ensure compliance with Section 5 ofthe Securities Act of
1933, in violation ofNASD Rule 3010; and (7) failure to adequately enforce
Information Barrier procedures, in violation ofNASD Rule 3010.

Additionally, the Fiim failed to have a reasonably designed AML program to
detect, investigate and report, where appropriate, potentially suspicious activities,
in violation ofFINRA Rules 3310(a) and 2010, and NASD Rule 3011(a).
Furthermore, in 2011, the Firm failed to conduct an adequate AML independent
test in violation of FINRA Rule 3310(c).

? NASD Rule 3110 was superseded in relevant part by FINRA 4511 effective December 5, 2011.
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FACTS AND VIOLATIVE CONDUCT

1. Background 

- Newport Di?ital Offering

In 2008, WEG sought to expand its business into the area ofprivate offerings and
hired a new syndicate manager '?MN" to head-up that business line. MN worked
out ofthe Firm's Spokane office. During MN's tenure as syndicate manager, the

Firm was involved in several private offerings, but for all but one offering, the
Firm's involvement was limited to selling units to its customers. For one offering

- the Newport Digital Technologies, Inc. ("NDT") offering- WEG acted as the
placement agent.

NDT had been registered with the SEC since 2000 and originally was known as

"Golden Choice Foods Corporation'' (established in 1996), and then as
"International Food Products Group, Inc." ("IFPG") (established in 2001).
Golden Choice/IFPG was in the consumer food business until December 2008.
In December 2008, IFPG decided to discontinue in the food industry and
transform itselfinto a technology company. In January 2009, MN introduced
IFPG to WEG who established an 'investment committee" comprising senior
members ofWEG, MN and IFPG insiders. WEG began exploring potential
involvement in IFPG at that time. In May 2009, IFPG changed its name to NDT,
NDT was purportedly aligning itselfwith Taiwanese entities for purposes of
distributing technologies. From January through the NDT Offering, WEG
(through MN) was conducting due diligence on the NDT-Taiwan deals. By July
28,2009, WEG and NDT had begun negotiating the draft private placement
agreement, which WEG approved on December 4,2009. On December 8,2009,
WEG acted as the placement agent for an NDT Private Investment in Public
Equity (??PIPE") Offering (the ??NDT Offering?'). WEG placed NDT on its ?watch

list" on August 5,2009, and on its "restricted list" on October 28,2009. The fact
ofthe NDT Offering and WEG's involvement as placement agent was not made
public until WEG filed a Form D with the SEC on January 8,2010.

From late January 2009 through June 2009, WEG employees and/or their family
members purchased 1,021,000 shares of IFPG/NDT stock at an average price of
$.04/share. In addition, from June 2009 through November 2010, 359,926,535
restricted shares ofNDT valued at $11,877,575 

were deposited into various WEG
accounts, including accounts belonging to WEG senior executives, employees,
representatives and their friends and families, many ofwhom had multiple
accounts with WEG. From August 2009 through February 2010, there were 181

NDT sell transactions in 15 customer accounts, accounting for 1 0,122,000 shares

with an average sell price of $.034/share. Many ofthese transactions were
conducted by associates ofWEG representatives who had multiple open accounts
with WEG. On August 9, 2012, NDT announced that it was leaving the
technology business and returning to its roots and reentering the specialty food
industry. NDT's registration with the SEC was revoked on June 16, 2014.
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The majority ofthe NDT transactions, as well as the transactions in other private
offerings, were conducted through WEG's Newport Beach branch office, which
WEG closed by August 2010. WEG terminated MN and closed the Spokane
office in December 2011.

2. AML-Related Charges

a. FINRA Rule 3310(a) and NASD Rule 3011(a) 

- Failure to Adequately
Implement a Reasonably Designed AML Program to Detect, Investigate
and Report, where Appropriate, Potentially Suspicious Activity

FINRA Rule 3310(a) (formerly NASD Conduct Rule 3011(a)) requires all
member firms to, at a minimum, "[e]stablish and implement policies and
procedures that can be reasonably expected to detect and cause the reporting of
transactions required under 31 U.S.C. 5318(g) and the implementing regulations
thereunder."

Title 3 1 U.S.C. § 5318(g) authorizes the Department ofthe Treasury to issue
suspicious activity reporting requirements for broker-dealers. The Department of
the Treasury issued the implementing regulation, 31 C.F.R., § 103.19(a)(1), on
July 1, 2002. It provided that, with respect to any transaction after December 30,
2002, "[e]very broker or dealer in securities within the United States... shall file
with FinCEN 

. . . a report of any suspicious transaction relevant to a possible
violation oflaw or regulation." Section (a)(2) ofthat regulation specifically
provides:

A transaction requires reporting 
. . . if it is conducted or attempted by, at,

or through a broker-dealer, it involves or aggregates funds or other assets

of at least $5,000, and the broker-dealer knows, suspects, or has reason to
suspect that the transaction (or a pattern oftransactions ofwhich the
transaction is a part):

(i) Involves funds derived from illegal activity or is intended

or conducted in order to hide or disguise funds or assets derived
from illegal activity (including, without limitation, the ownership,
nature, source, location, or control of such funds or assets) as part
ofa plan to violate or evade any federal law or regulation or to
avoid any transaction reporting requirement under federal law or
regulation;

Ci) Is designed, whether through structuring or other means, to
evade any requirements ofthis part or of any other regulations
promulgated under the Bank Secrecy Act, ...;
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(iii) Has no business or apparent lawful purpose or is not the

sort in which the particular customer would normally be expected

to engage, and the broker-dealer knows ofno reasonable
explanation for the transaction after examining the available facts,
including the background and possible purpose ofthe transaction;

or

(iv) Involves use of the broker-dealer to facilitate criminal
activity.

In April 2002, FINRA issued Notice to Members ("NTM") 02-21, which
reminded broker-dealers that they were required to establish and implement AML
programs designed to achieve compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act and the
regulations promulgated thereunder. The Notice further advised broker-dealers
that their AML procedures must address a number ofareas including monitoring
ofaccount activities, "including but not limited to, trading and the flow ofmoney
into and out of accounts." In August 2002, FINRA issued NTM 02-47, which set
forth the suspicious activity reporting rule promulgated by the U.S. Department of
the Treasury for the securities industry. This NTM further advised broker-dealers
oftheir duty to file a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) for any suspicious
transactions occurring after December 30,2002.

The Department ofthe Treasury also instructed broker-dealers to determine
whether activities and transactions raise suspicions by monitoring for red flags. A
broker-dealer need not prove that a customer has engaged in illegal activity or
have actual knowledge ofillicit or unlawful trading by a customer. It is sufficient
that the broker-dealer have reason to suspect that a transaction involves unlawful
activity or lacks an apparent lawful purpose. Notice to Members 02-21 identifies
a non-exhaustive list of 25 AML ??red flags" and emphasizes a member's duties

to detect the "red flags" so as to conduct additional due diligence before
proceeding with a suspicious transaction.

From January 1,2009 through July 17, 2012 (the ??Review Period"), WEG failed
to implement a reasonably designed AML program to detect, investigate and

report, where appropriate, potentially suspicious activity. The Firm's AML
Compliance Program ("AMLCP") contained the following general description of
how the Firm would monitor for suspicious activity:

We will look at transactions, including trading and wire transfers, in
the context of other account activity to determine if a transaction lacks
financial sense or is suspicious because it is an unusual transaction or
strategy for that customer. The AMLCO or his designee will be
responsible for this monitoring, will document when and how it is
carried out... Among the information we will use... are exception
reports that include the transaction size, location, type, number, and
nature of the activity... We will maintain lists of high-risk clients
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whose accounts may warrant further scrutiny... Our monitoring of
specific transactions includes reviewing patterns of unusual size or
volume, pattern of type of transactions, geographic factors or any of
the ?red flags' described in that section below.

The Written Supervisory Procedures ("WSPs") further provided specific
examples ofured flags" indicative ofpotentially suspicious activities requiring
additional due diligence, including: (a) customers with multiple open accounts
with the same beneficial owners; (b) companies with frequent or continuous
changes in business; (c) officers or insiders of issuers that are associated with
multiple penny stock issuers; (d) physical certificates titled differently from
accounts; (e) illogical or vague explanations by customers ofhow they acquired
stock certificates; and (f) customers journaling securities between various
accounts for no apparent business reason.

The account activity noted above should have triggered additional due diligence
under the Firm's existing AML program. However, when reviewed, the Firm
could not evidence implementation  ofits AML suspicious activity monitoring
program as it failed to detect, investigate and report, where appropriate, red flags
ofpotentially suspicious activity related to the deposit and liquidation oflow-
priced securities including, but not limited to, various transactions by persons
while those persons at least potentially may have been in possession ofmaterial,
non-public information.

While the Firm's AML WSPs called for the use of exception reports to monitor
account activity, the Firm, in practice, did not employ any manual or automated
surveillances to capture potentially suspicious money movements or trading
activity, but instead improperly relied on its clearing firm to raise potential red
flags to its attention. WEG's investigations of those red flags detected by its
clearing firm were also handled inadequately.

The following is a list of the red flags that the Firm failed to detect and/or that
WEG's clearing firm identified as potentially suspicious, which the Firm failed to
adequately investigate:

. Wire activity that was repetitive, unexplained, and large in relation to
account size or showed unusual patterns, such as multiple transfers, or
transfers between accounts.

. Physical certificates that were titled differently than the account into
which the certificates were being deposited. The explanations for the
transactions were generally provided directly by the customers, who
often stated that the certificates had been acquired through unidentified
private transactions or in exchange for unspecified services. There
was little to no follow up by WEG to determine the propriety ofthe
transactions.
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. Instances in which physical certificates without restrictive legends

were deposited or liquidated, in which the Firm should have followed
up on red flags to independently verify that restrictions could be lifted.

Instances in which customers journaled recently deposited securities
between accounts for no apparent business reason, or for reasons that

were not adequately investigated by the Firm.

? Instances in which two or more customers traded in illiquid stock
suddenly or simultaneously.

Several customers with multiple open accounts with the same
beneficial owners or controlling interest for no apparent business

reason, including the following:
o KO controlled seven accounts at the Firm;
o MM controlled three accounts at the Firm;

o MQ controlled seven accounts at the Firm;
o SK controlled 23 accounts at the Firm;
o HS controlled three accounts at the Firm;

o DD controlled two accounts at the Firm; and

o MN controlled ten accounts at the Firm.

Certain NDT transactions by persons who the Firm should have, at a
minimum, investigated whether they had access to, or possessed,

material non-public information about the issuer, including
transactions by Firm employees and insiders ofNDT.

. Private issuers for whom WEG sold shares to customers had officers
or insiders who were associated with penny stock issuers generally.

. Private issuers for whom WEG sold shares to customers were penny
stock issuers who underwent frequent material changes in business,
including, for example, NDT, which as described above, switched
from being a food service company to a technology company, and
back.

Several customers with questionable backgrounds which WEG failed
to detect, and/or failed to conduct reasonable investigation upon
questioning by the clearing firm. Many ofthese customers were those
with multiple accounts and/or were involved in the same questionable
transactions, identified above.

The Firm did not independently detect and investigate red flags indicative ofthis
potential suspicious activity and failed to properly investigate the red flags
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detected by its clearing firm, including its failure to cor?oborate incomplete or
vague responses by a few ofWEG's registered representatives about the
underlying activity.

As a result ofthe above-referenced deficiencies, WEG failed to implement a
reasonably designed AML program to detect, investigate and report, where
appropriate, potentially suspicious activities in contravention of NASD Rule
3011(a) (for the period prior to January 1, 2010) and FINRA Rule 3310(a) (for the
period after January 1, 2010). This conduct also violated FINRA Rule 2010.

b. NASD Rule 3010 

- Failure to Adequately Investigate Restrictive Nature
of Stocks Deposited

WEG failed to have a reasonable supervisory system to ensure compliance with
Section 5 ofthe Securities Act of 1933, which requires that securities be
registered with the Commission or the securities transaction is subject to an
exemption from registration before being sold to the public. Broker-Dealers may
avoid liability under the Securities Act ifthey can evidence that a searching

inquiry was conducted into the subject securities to reasonably ensure that they
are not partaking in an unregistered distribution.

WEG relied on the following in making a determination that the securities
deposited into the customer accounts were appropriately registered and were not
restricted: (a) security deposit forms completed by registered representatives of
the Finn; (b) opinion letters provided by the issuer's or customer's attorney; (c)
representations  made by the registered representatives and/or the customers; and
(d) documents provided by the customers and/or issuers. However, the Finn
failed to conduct a reasonable searching inquiry into the tradability of the
securities by not independently corroborating information and documentation
obtained through the sources described above and therefore failed to evidence that
an adequate investigation was conducted by a registered principal. In addition,
the Firm did not question the fact that many ofthe penny stock deposits or
liquidations were supported by legal opinions ofthe same attorney who opined
that the stocks were freely tradeable. Finally, one of the frequent transfer agents

was identified to WEG's former Chief Compliance Officer in October 2009 as
having been the subject of an SEC cease and desist order for improperly removing
restrictive legends. This entity was the transfer agent for many subsequent stocks
where the restrictive legends were removed, yet WEG did not review those
transactions more closely.

As a result ofthe above, WEG violated NASD Rule 3010 and FINRA Rule 2010
because it failed to establish a supervisory system designed to achieve compliance
with Section 5 ofthe Securities Act.
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c. NASD Rule 3010(b)(1) and FINRA Rule 2010 

- Inadequate Enfurcement
of Information Barriers Procedures

The Firm had an Information Barriers Program (identified by the Firm as
"Chinese Wall Policy and Procedures") during the period for which it was
engaged as placement agent for the NDT Offering. The Procedures stated, among
other things, that the CCO will frequently monitor employee and client trading of
Watch List and Restricted List stocks. The Procedures also outlined which
persons could have access to inside information, i. e., the CCO, the General
Counsel, the CEO, the COO, as well as employees brought "over the wall". In
order for an employee to be brought "over the wall", the CCO was required to
approve and document the approval, and the employee was required to sign a
certification.

Despite the above procedures, there were red flags that suggested that others were
privy to inside information with respect to the NDT Offering. Specifically, at
least five WEG employees were included in communications involving the NDT
Offering. Yet, there was no documentation demonstrating  that anyone at the Finn
was brought "over the wall" pursuant to the Firm's Procedures. In addition,
although the COO was required to monitor the Watch List and Restricted List,
there was no documentation that such lists had actually been created and
maintained, and no documentation showing that the restricted or "watched" stocks

were being monitored by WEG's former CCO.

Finally, as noted above, the Firm, through the former CCO, failed to identify red
flags of potentially questionable trading activity in NDT in its employee and

customer accounts during the period January 8,2009 through December 9, 2010,
prior to, and while, WEG was engaged as a placement agent on the NDT
Offering. There were at least 47 WEG employees or customers and who engaged
in transactions in NDT that should have at least raised a red flag regarding
whether they 

were in possession ofmaterial non-public information. Ofthese
transactions, some occurred around the time ofmaterial events or material public
announcements by NDT, for example: (1) WEG employees or family members
purchased NDT shares in the weeks leading up to NDT's April 30,2009
announcement regarding contracts entered into with Taiwanese entities to
distribute technology; (2) WEG senior executives received shares ofNDT during
the due diligence trips to Taiwan by MN; and (3) several WEG customers oftwo
WEG representatives engaged in dozens ofNDT transactions in the weeks
leading up to the NDT Offering.

NASD Rule 3010(b)(1) provides, in pertinent part, that ?[e]ach member shall
establish, maintain, and enforce written procedures to supervise the types of
business in which it engages and 

... that are reasonably designed to achieve
compliance with applicable securities laws and regulations, and with the
applicable Rules ofNASD." The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 also addresses
the supervisory procedure obligations ofbroker-dealers,  stating:
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Every registered broker or dealer shall establish, maintain, and
enforce written policies and procedures reasonably designed...to
prevent the misuse 

. . . of material, nonpublic information by such
broker or dealer or any person associated with such broker or
dealer.

WEG violated NASD Rule 3010(b)(1) because it failed to enforce its own
information barriers procedures and as a result allowed (1) potentially suspicious
transactions to go undetected, and (2) employees who were not supposed to be
privy to material, non-public information to have such access without following
its own procedures to bring the employees over the wall. This conduct also
violated FINRA Rule 2010.

d. FINRA Rule 3310(c) 
- Inadequate Independent AML Test

FINRA Rule 3310(c) requires that each FINRA member provide for annual
independent testing for compliance with the Rule to be conducted by independent
member personnel or by a qualified outside party. WEG's 2011 AMLCP
Independent 2011 test was not adequate as the person conducting the test did not
take appropriate steps to audit for deficiencies in the suspicious activity
monitoring program. The independent auditor did not request copies of exception
reports to evidence that a review was conducted by the Firm as required under the

AML WSPs. Additionally, the auditor did not independently review exception
reports, blotters, or account activity to determine whether the Firm's system was
reasonable and risk-based. The auditor thereby missed a number ofred flags
indicative ofpotentially suspicious activity, which could have raised concerns
about the inadequate implementation  ofthe Firm's AML suspicious activity
monitoring program. As a result, WEG failed to comply with FINRA Rules
3310(c) and 2010.

3. Non-AML Related Char?es

a. SEC Rule 17a-4(b)(4) & (f), NASD Rule 3110 and FINRA Rule 4511 

-Failure to Preserve Email Communications

SEC Rule 17a-4(b)(4) and (f) requires that FINRA firms 
preserve for at least 6

years all communications relating to its business, and provide for ways in which
to store electronic media. NASD Rule 3110 and FINR.A Rule 4511 incorporate
the requirements of SEC Rule 17a-4, among other things.

In May 2011, the Firm opened a new branch office at 3 1 1 W. Monroe Street,
Chicago, Illinois (the "Monroe Branch"). The Monroe Branch opening resulted
in the transfer ofregistrations ofrepresentatives from another broker dealer
located at that location. Due to errors in the process of transferring the
representatives at that branch to WEG, the emails ofthe representatives located at
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that branch were not maintained and preserved before April 13, 2012. In addition,
due to technology linking issues, WEG failed to maintain business related emails
for ten representatives who used their personal emails for business purposes, even
though WEG was aware ofthe use ofthe non-WEG email domains. As a result
ofthe above, WEG violated SEC Rule 17a-4(b)(4) and (f), NASD Rule 3110, and

FINRA Rules 2010 and 4511.

b. SEC Rule 17a-3(a)(17)(i)(A) and NASD Rule 2310(b) 

- Failure to
Establish and Maintain Account and Suitability Records

SEC Rule 17a-3(a)(17)(i)(A) provides that for each account with a natural person
as a customer or owner, there must be maintained an account record including
certain specified infoimation about the account holder. NASD Rule 3110
requires, among other things, that members comply with SEC Rule 17a-3. The
Firm failed to establish accounts and maintain account records for 13 new
customers investing in the NDT Offering in March and April 2010. These
customers purchased $340,000 worth ofNDT stock. These 13 customers were all
introduced to the NDT Offering by one particular unregistered individual, and

were all ?'customers" of one particular registered representative of WEG's. In
failing to open accounts and establish and maintain account records for these

customers, WEG violated SEC Rule 17a-3(a)(17)(i)(A), NASD Rule 3110 and

FINRA Rule 2010. In addition, the Firm failed to make reasonable efforts to
obtain adequate information in regards to these 13 customers, in violation of
NASD Rule 2310(b) and FINRA Rule 2010.

c. NASD Rule 3010 

- Inadequate System to Ensure Suitabilily of Non-
Traditional ETFs

Exchange-traded funds, or 'ETFs," are typically registered unit investment trusts

or open-end investment companies whose shares represent an interest in a
portfolio of securities that track an underlying benchmark or index. Shares of
ETFs are typically listed on national securities exchanges and trade throughout
the day at prices established by the market.

Nontraditional ETFs differ from other ETFs in that they seek to return a multiple
of the performance of the underlying index or benchmark, the inverse of that
performance, or both. To accomplish their objectives, nontraditional ETFs use
swaps, futures contracts, and other derivative instruments. In addition,
nontraditional ETFs are designed to achieve their stated objectives only over the

course of one trading session. Between one trading session and the next, the fund
manager must generally rebalance the fund's holdings in order to meet its
objective. For most nontraditional ETFs, this happens on a daily basis, and is
known as the "daily reset. 9,

For each day's trading session, a nontraditional ETF may come close to achieving
its intended returns. But the correlation between a nontraditional ETF and its
linked index or benchmark is inexact, and there is typically at least a small
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difference, or "tracking error," between a fund and its benchmark, which may
compound over longer periods oftime. This effect becomes more pronounced
during periods ofvolatility in the underlying index or benchmark. FINRA
advised its membership in June 2009 in FINRA Regulatory Notice 09-31
concerning nontraditional ETFs that ???d]ue to the effect ofcompounding, their
performance over longer periods oftime can differ significantly from the
performance... oftheir underlying index or benchmark during the same period
of time." 1 Because ofthese iisks and the inherent complexity ofthe products,

FINRA Regulatory Notice 09-31 advised broker-dealers and their representatives
that nontraditional ETFs "are typically not suitable for retail investors who plan to
hold them for more than one trading session, particularly in volatile markets.''

Regulatory Notice 09-31 further states:

Firms must train registered persons about the terms, features and risks of
all ETFs that they sell, as well as the factors that would make such
products either suitable or unsuitable for certain investors. In the case of
leveraged and inverse ETFs, that training should emphasize the need to
understand and consider the risks associated with such products, including
the investor's time horizons, and the impact of time and volatility on the
fund's performance. Training for all persons should emphasize that, due to
the complexity and structure ofthese funds, they may not perform over
time in direct or inverse correlation to their underlying index. This is
particularly important as many investors may be turning to these funds as

part of a long-term strategy to weather current market conditions.

During the period Januag 2009 to July 2012, there were over 100 non-traditional
ETFs that were held more than 1 trading day, yet those transactions were not
flagged for review. This, despite the language in FINRA Regulatory Notice 09-
31 and in the products' prospectuses, stating, generally, that nontraditional ETFs
are not intended to be held longer than one trading session. In addition, the
explanations ofthe recommendations by the representatives indicated a lack of
understanding ofthe holding periods 

- some having indicated that the period 
was

to be a year, or was to be reviewed quarterly, etc. This further evidenced the lack
of training and supervision of these products and transactions. As a result, the
Firm failed to have a system in place to ensure the suitability ofnon-traditional
ETFs and violated NASD Rule 3010 and FINRA Rule 2010 in that regard.

d. NASD Rule 3010 

- Due Diligence In Connection With Private Placements

From July 2009 through January 2012, the Firm conducted at least eight private
placements (including NDT), selling more than $6 million in these offerings. In
addition, from August 23, 2010 to July 17, 2012 the Firm conducted at least five
nontraded REIT offerings, having sold more than $3 million in these offerings.

1 FINRA Regulatory Notice 09-31 
.
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The Firm conducted due diligence on these offerings and maintained associated

due diligence files for each offering. The due diligence files contained third party
diligence reports and other documents, but there was insufficient documentation
demonstrating  whether the reports were actually reviewed by anyone at WEG or
whether an independent review ofthe information occurred. In addition, several
ofthese third party diligence providers were hired by the issuers to conduct the
diligence review, thereby raising the question of a potential conflict of interest.
Therefore, WEG failed to adequately document that sufficient due diligence was
conducted on these offerings.

The Firm's WSPs were also inadequate in that they generically referenced CCO
review, but failed to identify specific steps to be taken and did not outline how the
Firm would document and evidence the due diligence.

As a result, the Firm violated NASD Rule 3010 by failing to establish procedures
and a system reasonably designed to ensure compliance with NASD Rule 2310,
which requires that broker-dealers have reasonable grounds for believing that a
security transaction is suitable for at least some customers before recommending
it. Under Rule 3010, a firm's supervisory system must ensure that its personnel
exercise adequate due diligence in investigating any security that they recommend
to customers. Because WEG insufficiently documented that adequate diligence

was conducted with respect to the above private placements and nontraded REITs,

it violated NASD Rule 3010 and FINRA Rule 2010.

e. FINRA RuIe 2360(b)(16)(A)/NASD Rule 30100))

The Firm failed to establish an adequate supervisory system for the review of
activity in an Average Price Account, resulting in numerous options activities
occurring in unapproved accounts. Specifically, the Firm failed to create and
implement a review policy for the supervision ofactivity in its Brick, New Jersey
Branch Account. During the review period ofOctober 18, 2011 through June 29,
2012, there were 1400 transactions allocated to 160 accounts within the Brick
Branch Average Price account, but there was no evidence of any review ofthe
activity within the account. During that period, there were numerous unsolicited
options activities in ] 6 accounts that were not approved for options trading. This
failure to adequately supervise the activities in the Brick Branch Average Price
Account and the trading ofoptions in unapproved accounts violated both NASD
Rule 3010(b) and FINRA Rule 2360(b)(16)(A) and FINRA Rule 2010.

B. WEG also consents to the imposition ofthe following sanctions:

. A censure, and
? A fine in the amount of $225,000.

WEG agrees to pay the monetary sanction(s) upon notice that this AWC has been
accepted and that such payment(s) are due and payable. WEG has submitted an
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Election ofPayment form showing the method by which it proposes to pay the
fine imposed.

WEG specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim that it is unable to
pay, now or at any time hereafter, the monetary sanction(s) imposed in this
matter.

The sanctions imposed herein shall be effective on a date set by FINRA staff.

II.

WAIVER OF PROCEDURAL RIGHTS

WEG specifically and voluntarily waives the following rights granted under FINRA's Code of
Procedure:

A. To have a Complaint issued specifying the allegations against it;

B. To be notified ofthe Complaint and have the opportunity to answer the
allegations in writing;

C. To defend against the allegations in a disciplinary hearing before a hearing panel,
to have a written record ofthe hearing made and to have a written decision issued;
and

D. To appeal any such decision to the National Adjudicatory Council C'NAC") and
then to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and a U.S. Court of
Appeals.

Further, WEG specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim bias or prejudgment ofthe
Chief Legal Officer, the NAC, or any member ofthe NAC, in connection with such person's or
body's participation in discussions regarding the terms and conditions ofthis AWC, or other
consideration ofthis AWC, including acceptance or rejection ofthis AWC.

WEG further specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim that a person violated the ex
parte prohibitions ofFINRA Rule 9143 or the separation offunctions prohibitions ofFINRA
Rule 9144, in connection with such person's or body's participation in discussions regarding the
terms and conditions ofthis AWC, or other consideration ofthis AWC, including its acceptance

or rejection.
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III.

OTHER MATTERS

WEG understands that:

A. Submission ofthis AWC is voluntary and will not resolve this matter unless and

until it has been reviewed and accepted by the NAC, a Review Subcommittee of
the NAC, or the Office ofDisciplinary Affairs (?ODA"), pursuant to FINRA Rule
9216;

B. Ifthis AWC is not accepted, its submission will not be used as evidence to prove
any of the allegations against it? and

C. If accepted:

1. this AWC will become part ofWEG's permanent disciplinary record and

may be considered in any future actions brought by FINRA or any other
regulator against it;

2. this AWC will be made available through FINRA's public disclosure

program in response to public inquiries about its disciplinary record;

-,. FINR-A may make a public announcement concerning this agreement and

the subject matter thereofin accordance with FINR-A Rule 8313; and

4. WEG may not take any action or make or permit to be made any public
statement, including in regulatory filings or otherwise, denying, directly or
indirectly, any finding in this AWC or create the impression that the AWC
is without factual basis. WEG may not take any position in any
proceeding brought by or on behalf of FINRA, or to which FINRA is a
party, that is inconsistent with any part ofthis AWC. Nothing in this
provision affects its: (i) testimonial obligations; or (ii) right to take legal

or factual positions in litigation 
or other legal proceedings in which

FINRA is not a party.

D. WEG may attach a Corrective Action Statement to this AWC that is a statement
of demonstrable corrective steps taken to prevent future misconduct. WEG
understand that it may not deny the charges or make any statement that is
inconsistent with the AWC in this Statement. This Statement does not constitute
factual or legal findings by FINRA, nor does it reflect the views of FINRA or its
staff

The undersigned, on behalfofthe Firm, certifies that aperson duly authorized to act on its behalf
has read and understands all of the provisions ofthis AWC and has been given a full opportunity
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to ask questions about it; that it has agreed to its provisions voluntarily; and that no offer, threat,
inducement, or promise of any kind, other than the terms set forth herein and the prospect of
avoiding the issuance of a Complaint, has been made to induce the Firm to submit it.

/ ..--7
1- 30-iS .L..1 J 1

4 /7 9i 2
IL

Date (mm/dd/yyyy) Respondent

World Equity Group, Int;.

- 1

 .J??YCF..?C,
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Reviewed by:

?CLSuv? -
Matthew Boba
Counsel for Respondent
Chapman and Cutler LLP
1 1 1 West Monroe Street
Chicago, IL 60603

p. 312.845.2951
f. 312.516.1451

Accepted by FINRA:

,?SLiS-
Signed on behalf of the

Date Director of ODA, by delegated authority

FLM+?ljcee???12?
Miki Vucic Tesija t,USenior Regional Counsel
FINRA Department ofEnforcement
55 West Monroe, 27?, Floor
Chicago, IL 60603
Phone: 312-899-4641; Fax: 312-899-4600
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